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Spring Raffle

10 tickets are enclosed with your 
magazine, simply fill in the stubs and 

return by Tuesday 21st May with 
your payment details on the form 

on the reverse of the letter, and then 
pop them in the freepost envelope 
provided and we will do the rest.

The lucky winner will be 
announced after the draw 

on Saturday 25th May 2019.

Tickets are £1 each and every penny 
raised will help those patients who 
need hospice care this spring to 

make the most of the time they have 
with family and friends.

Spring is in the air and what better way to put a  
spring in your step than by winning £2,000 with our  

Hospice Spring Raffle.
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It’s been 10 years since I joined Alice 
House Hospice as Chief Executive and 
I can say hand on heart it has been 
a privilege to help the communities 
of Hartlepool and east Durham to 
continue to get the dedicated care and 
support that they need.

Since 2009 we have seen staff and volunteers 
come and go, saying fond farewell to some 
and a warm welcome to those joining hospice 
care, maybe for the first time.

For many families and visitors the thought 
of coming into the Hospice can be a daunting 
prospect but I am honoured to say that in the 
past decade one thing has remained constant 
– the warm, friendly and caring atmosphere 
that greets you, whether it’s your first time 
stepping foot inside or you are a regular visitor. 
We aspire to make everyone feel relaxed, 
cared for and supported as they navigate their 
journey, often through very difficult illnesses.

I am so proud of the teams that create 
hospice care here at Alice House. Every team, 
from Catering, Fundraising, Clinical, Finance, 
Administration and Volunteers that often many 
people don’t see – they all work incredibly 
hard and are extremely dedicated to making 
sure each day counts for every patient that 
needs hospice care.

So to those teams who work amazingly 
hard 24/7, and to you the supporters who 
make all of this happen – thank you, and 
here’s to another 10 years of great hospice 
care our communities can rely on.

Hello,
my name is…
Tracy Woodall, 
Chief Executive
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How to stay in touch
Phone Telephone 

01429 855555

Pencil-Alt Write us a letter 
Alice House Hospice,  
Alice House, Wells Avenue,  
Hartlepool, TS24 9DA

At Email Us 
enquiries@alicehousehospice.co.uk

Facebook-F Find us on Facebook 
facebook.com/alicehousehospice

TWITTER Tweet us 
@AliceHouseHosp

LINKEDIN-IN LinkedIn 
alice-house-hospice

DESKTOP Website 
www.alicehousehospice.co.uk

Phone 24 Hour Helpline 
01429 855558

Get to know the CEO
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Patient Story

What Social Day Care 
offers Captain Tomato

Alice House Hospice hold Social Day 
Care sessions from 9am – 4pm three 
times each week for people who live in 
the local community. 

The relaxed, friendly 
social group sessions 
are a great place to 
meet up and socialise 
with other people and 
where people can learn 
crafts, join in a host of 
activities or simply relax with a Complementary 
Therapy and enjoy a bit of “me time” in the 
gardens.

Grandad of two, Dougie Borland, talked 
about his experience at Social Day Care:

“I come on Tuesday and Friday each week 
and have been coming for a couple of years 
now, it gets me out and about and gives my 
wife a break and some “me time”. There is a 
different group on each day and I get different 
things from both. I particularly enjoy Fridays which 

we know as Men’s Day because the ‘banter’ is 
different and I really feel lifted on those days. 

We’ve recently sown tomato seeds ready to 
go in the greenhouse which we are going to set 
up; they’ve sprouted now and are being cared 

for by the gardener 
ready for planting out 
once the weather 
improves. It’s too 
early really to sow any 
other plants but once 
the spring arrives I’m 

sure we’ll do more. I used to have an allotment 
of my own years ago and always loved being 
there and in my garden; now that I can’t do this 
anymore it’s been lovely to get back to it a bit 
with the tomato seeds.”

Jen Aylesbury, Business Development 
Manager said, “Dougie has been so excited 
about growing the tomato plants, it’s really 
awakened his love of horticulture again; so 
much so that he insists we all refer to him as 
‘Captain Tomato’.”

“I used to have an allotment of my own 
years ago and always loved being there 
and in my garden; now that I can’t do 
this anymore it’s been lovely to get back 

to it a bit with the tomato seeds.”
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The Marie Kondo Effect
For those of you who have been inspired by the Netflix series 
Tidying Up with Marie Kondo, then look no further than our 9 
Hospice shops who will willingly take away your unwanted clutter.

Enchanted with organising since her childhood, Marie Kondo 
began her tidying consultant business as a 19-year-old university 
student in Tokyo. Today, Marie is a renowned tidying expert 
helping people around the world to transform their cluttered 
homes into spaces of serenity and inspiration. Her KonMari 
Method™, is a way of life inspired by a single question: Does 
this item spark joy? The answer points the way to a life filled only 
with the items we truly cherish.

So if you are having a spring clean inspired by Marie Kondo 
then get in touch with our Warehouse Manager on 01429 
234143 who can arrange collection for you, or simply drop your 
unwanted goods at any of our shops.

Who, what, when and where
Over the years we have had a number of new shops open 
and some close so to refresh here is the latest low down of:

Who – the 9 shops are 
run by an army of amazing 
Volunteers, without whom 
the whole retail operation 
wouldn’t be possible. A small 
team of 6 Shop Managers 
ensure each shop is packed 
with stock, record gift aid 
donations, manage all 
aspects of health and safety, 
constantly reinvigorate the 
window displays and keep 
the wonderful teams of 
Volunteers happy.

What – all donations are 
gratefully accepted. We 
can resell everything from 
clothing & shoes, books, bric 
a brac, unwanted games, 
toys and smellies to large 
items such as furniture, 
sports equipment and bikes.

When – Each shop is open 
6 days a week, Monday – 
Saturday from 9am – 4pm. 
Donations of items will be 
taken at any time from any 
shop or you can call 01429 
234143 to arrange collection.

Where – The 9 hospice 
shops are located here:

Blackhall: 56-58 Middle Street

Catcote Road: 34 Catcote Road

Headland: 91 Northgate

Middleton Grange (1): Unit 112 
North Mall, Middleton Grange

Middleton Grange (2): Unit 12, 
Middleton Grange Shopping Centre

Peterlee: 1-2 Broad Close Court, 
Castledene Shopping Centre

Raby Road & Warehouse:  
102 Raby Road

Wynyard Road: 41-43 Wynyard Road

Horden: 18 Blackhills Road

New to you Nurse 
When buying an item 

from any of the Hospice 
shops, you take that item 
home and it is ‘new to you’. 
The sale of thousands of 
‘new to you’ items over a 
whole year is the equivalent 
of 27 Nurses. 

On behalf of the Nurses, 
and the patients and 
families that they care 
for, thank you to all the 
shoppers – without you 
hospice care wouldn’t be 
possible.

Hospice Shops
Marie Kondo
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Day Hospice is held in our on-site Holistic 
Wellbeing Centre where, from time to time, I 
pop in to have a quick chat with members of 
staff or patients before returning to my desk. 
However, I’ve never visited for more than a 
few minutes, so when I was invited to spend a 
whole day I jumped at the chance.

I arrive at the luxuriously warm and bright 
centre just after 9am on a cold, miserable 
winter morning to be welcomed by Kath, a 
Volunteer Receptionist. She sweeps me in, sits 
me down and 2 minutes later hands me a lovely 
hot cuppa, all the while keeping up a stream 
of friendly chat to put me at ease. As I relax in 
a comfy armchair watching the antics of our 4 
hens who live just outside the centre, patients 
start to arrive. 

Today there are 10 of us, including myself 
and many look amazingly well, belying the 
seriousness of their conditions. They are all 
chipper, greeting each other and joking with 
the staff, which are led by Jan who is a Senior 
Healthcare Assistant. Jan is supported by 
Paula, Health Care Assistant and a team of 
dedicated Volunteers. Together this team 
provides both physical and psychological 
support. A Doctor is on hand at all times and 
the Holistic Wellbeing Centre has fully equipped 
rooms where medical procedures may be 
carried out in full privacy.

Emma, our Complementary Therapist, has a 
busy day of appointments. She uses a variety of 
treatments, breathing and relaxation techniques 
to relieve pain and stress. Emma is friendly and 
charming and patients love their treatments 
for the relief it gives them but also for the 
feeling of being pampered. First in is Linda – a 
proud and chatty Northumberland farming 
lady who has lived in Hartlepool for the past 
20 years. Linda has cancer of the ear and was 
struggling to control her pain so spent some 
time in the Hospice’s Inpatient Unit for symptom 
control. Once her pain was under control 
and radiotherapy treatment underway, Linda 
returned home but was invited to use the Day 

Service Insight

Fun and 
Games with 
Day Hospice 
Patients
As Trust Fundraiser for Alice House 
Hospice, Anita applies for funding 
to support Day Hospice, which is a 
weekly service for patients with life 
limiting illnesses who continue to live 
at home. Anita shares her experience 
of her time in Day Hospice.

A patient hugs one 
of our chickens
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Hospice service. Linda says “I love my weekly 
treatment; it’s so relaxing, and the Reflexology 
isn’t tickly which I 
thought it would be! 
Each week my time 
with Emma lifts my 
mood; I feel good and 
we always have lots of laughs and experiment 
with all the different colour nail varnishes.”

As I admire Linda’s baby pink nails, Jan 
asks if I would like to join in a Tovertafel game 
(Dutch for Magic Table). Interaction is intuitive 
– patients can chase butterflies, move jigsaw 
pieces to form pictures and find bees hiding 
under piles of leaves. At Alice House we’ve 
found that the majority of patients enjoy joining 
in and the gentle exercise is beneficial for those 
with restricted hand and arm movement. I find 
sweeping up piles of light generated leaves 
whilst listening to bees oddly soothing, though 
bashing moles on the head as they pop out of 
various holes seems to be the most popular 
game amongst patients!

After Tovertafel, patients have the option 
to join in a short quiz before lunch – they’re a 
competitive bunch and things get quite heated. 
I don’t win, but then they have had a lot more 
practise than me!

At midday a hot lunch is served. It smells 
delicious and I reluctantly depart to eat my 
sandwich. Mealtimes are protected - some 
patients have difficulty eating and need help so 
quite rightly their privacy is respected.

When I return after lunch, the patients are 
enjoying some relaxation. Jan and Paula grab 
a quick bite whilst still being on hand if anyone 
needs anything.

Alice House is lucky to have a wonderful 
Volunteer, Karen, who is a qualified yoga 

instructor. She 
regularly visits Day 
Hospice after lunch 
to lead a session of 
chair yoga. This is 

wonderful exercise and also improves breathing 
and stress levels. I join in and feel really relaxed 
afterwards. I could drift off to sleep but it’s 
time for the next activity. ⊲

“I love my weekly treatment; it’s so 
relaxing, and the Reflexology isn’t tickly 

which I thought it would be!”

Emma, our Complementary Therapist with Linda

⊳▲ The patients engaging with the Tovertafel table
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There is sometimes an afternoon bingo 
session but today Aimee from Equal Arts arrives 
to deliver a story telling session. I obtained 
funding from The 
National Lottery 
Community Fund 
for a programme of 
activities including 
keeping hens, craft sessions, art therapy and 
music which started in August 2017. Room 
dividers are pulled across so that those joining 
in the session (which tends to be a bit loud) 
don’t disturb patients who want to relax and 
read a newspaper or play a board game.

I join in the story telling session with five of 
the patients. Aimee hands round a photograph 
of a mysterious looking lady sitting in a train 
station, her face covered by a hat. She 
encourages everyone to use their imagination 
to build a story around this – and our patients 
certainly have vivid imaginations. A lurid 
tale of speakeasies, spies and dancing girls 
emerges. The session ends bizarrely with Aimee 
performing (admittedly under a good deal of 
pressure) a mercifully brief Charleston. This 
simple activity was hilarious – one lady remarks 
to me as she wipes her eyes, “I was really 
in pain today but I’ve laughed so much I’ve 
forgotten about it”. Maybe laughter should be 
on prescription. 

All too soon, our afternoon starts to wind 
up. Carers arrive and Jan and Paula prepare 
patients to leave with reminders that they 
mustn’t forget about the 70’s day planned for 

the next week. Our 
patients are tired 
but still resolutely 
cheerful. Some have 
had to endure medical 

procedures during the day, some have had 
relaxing reflexology sessions, a few leave with 
beautiful manicures, everyone has enjoyed a 
good laugh at some point in the day. 

I’ve enjoyed my time spent at Day Hospice 
– it’s been fun and uplifting and I fully intend to 
call in from time to time. However, mine was 
easier than a patient experience. I didn’t need to 
have a blood transfusion or any other medical 
procedure during my visit, I didn’t need to use 
the piped oxygen provided at Alice House to 
help me breathe, I didn’t need to discuss any 
worrying developments or unwanted side effects 
of drugs and I don’t have a carer who I can see 
becoming more exhausted day by day. This is 
the reality for our patients. The social side of 
their time at Day Hospice gives them a huge 
psychological boost, but we mustn’t forget 
about the very real medical need for this service. 
It’s sobering to remember that my new friends 
are suffering from life limiting illnesses and their 
lives will almost certainly become even more 
difficult as their conditions progress. 

Thank you to the Day Hospice Team, Linda 
and all of our Day Hospice patients for 
making me so welcome. 

‘Hen Power’ craft session

‘Hen Power’ hen keeping session

“I was really in pain today but I’ve 
laughed so much I’ve forgotten about it”. 

Maybe laughter should be on prescription.
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To register visit:  
www.alicehousehospice.co.uk/ColourRun 

or contact the Fundraising Team  
on 01429 855555

Join the Hospice for a sponsored 5km fun run 
for the whole family on 22nd June 2019 
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The Kay Smith Counsellor continues to support 
children coping with bereavement

The Kay Smith 
Tribute Fund has 
been a generous 
supporter of Alice 
House Hospice’s 
Children’s 
Bereavement 
Service for many 
years however, 
in 2012 the Kay 
Smith Trustees 

amazed the charity by pledging to 
fund a five year post for a Children’s 
Counsellor, to be known as the Kay 
Smith Counsellor in memory and tribute 
to Kay Smith who sadly died in 2006.

This was a massive 
undertaking especially 
in difficult financial 
times and the Kay 
Smith Trustees worked 
tirelessly to reach their 
generous financial 
goals for this five year 
period. 

Jan Grocott, Head of Counselling & Support 
Services at Alice House said, “The Kay 
Smith Counsellor, Angela Connor has been 
in post now for nearly 7 years and has made 
a difference to so many children’s lives by 
helping them to understand and manage the 
often complex array of feelings and emotions 
that accompany a child’s bereavement. Life, 
however is always full of changes and sadly for 
us, Angela decided that it was time to move on 

from her role 
here at Alice 
House and we 
wish her the 
best of luck 
in her future 
whatever  
she decides 
to do.”

“We are 
very pleased 
to be able 
to announce 
though, that 
Jo Radcliffe has been recruited into the role 
of the Kay Smith Counsellor and will carry this 
fantastic service forward. Jo was initially a 
Volunteer at Alice House when she completed 
her student placement here in 2012. She has 
a vast amount of experience in working with 
children and their families and also working 

with grief and loss. Jo 
is very much looking 
forward to re-joining 
our team here, and 
we are very much 
looking forward to 
welcoming her back 
and introducing her 
to the Trustees of the 
Kay Smith Fund.”

“We are very grateful for the continuing 
generosity and friendship of the The Kay Smith 
Trustees who still continue to support this much 
needed counselling post. Tracey Cafferkey, 
Kay Smith’s sister and one of the Trustees of 
the Kay Smith Fund, called in to Alice House 
recently with another generous donation of 
£895 which had been collected at the recent 
funeral of Tracey’s aunt, Ellen Moore.”

Service Insight

Jo RadcliffeKay Smith

For more information about Counselling & Support Services visit: 
www.alicehousehospice.co.uk/patients-carers/outpatient-services/counselling-support-services 
or email jgrocott@alicehousehospice.co.uk or call 01429 855550

“We are very pleased to be able to 
announce that we have now recruited a 
Children’s Counsellor who will step into 

the role of the Kay Smith Counsellor and 
carry this fantastic service forward.”
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Volunteers are the back bone of Alice 
House and are engaged in every 
aspect of the charity, from patient care, 
gardening, fundraising and retail shops. 
We simply wouldn’t function without 
them. Here are a few of the volunteer 
roles you might not have known about. 

Many of our staff are supported by Volunteers 
from the local community and without this team 
of dedicated workers, all of whom give their 
time free of charge, many of our services would 
lack that extra personal touch on which we 
pride ourselves.

We would love to hear from you if you think 
you would be interested in a Volunteer role, 
whether you have a personal quality or a 

We      Volunteers
professional qualification we feel sure that we 
could find a place for you within the Hospice to 
utilise your skills.

Hilda Elvin, a Volunteer for almost 30 years, 
first as a cleaner and then in the Laundry, said “I 
love it here, everyone is lovely to work with and 
I feel as though I am helping people.” Fellow 
Volunteer Shirley Demetriou said, “Serious 
illness touches almost everyone in some way 
and it’s great to be able to help.”

In our Fundraising Department Volunteer 
support is critical and Volunteers carry out a core 
part of the day to day work which can involve 
delivering posters, selling our calendars or simply 
picking up and delivering collection boxes. On 
top of all of this, Fundraising Volunteers also 
have the opportunity to help at the many events 
we host each year by organising registration, 
manning tombolas, handing out information, 

Georgia Nixon
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taking collection buckets around and meeting 
and chatting with other supporters.

Georgia Nixon who volunteers for the 
Fundraising Team, said “I volunteered for 
the Hospice for 8 months last year during 
my Business and Marketing Degree at the 
University of Sunderland. I had the opportunity 
to help plan events, create marketing plans for 
campaigns and design posters and leaflets. My 
volunteering certainly didn’t go unnoticed and I 
hope it will be helpful in my search for full-time 
employment once I graduate this year.”

Without our Volunteers the Hospice’s charity 
shops would cease to function and we would 
lose an extremely valuable source of funding!

Dawn Rodgers, 41, a Volunteer at the 
Northgate Hospice Shop said, “You never 
know when you will need the Hospice, this is 
an opportunity to give something back. I really 

We      Volunteers

The two Junes
June – Leadership & 
Management Consultant 
and Mentor “I initially wanted 
to volunteer at the Hospice as 
a means of putting something 
back into our local community 
and wrongly assumed this 
would involve working with 
the Catering Team to make drinks for patients 
and their families! However when CEO Tracy 
saw my previous employment background 
on the application form she asked if I was 
willing to try something else. Tracy created a 
unique role for me and over the past 6 years 
I have delivered a 3 day leadership course 
to all staff covering everything from listening 
skills, time management and leadership and 
whatever was required in terms of helping the 
organisation and its staff to achieve its goals. 
It has been a pleasure to work with such a 
committed group of people.”

June – Finance Volunteer “I moved from 
Leeds to Hartlepool in 2014 and started 
helping out shortly after with my sister to 
pick up the Business Boxes from various 
businesses across the region. On dropping 
them back off at the Hospice I realised that 
I was able to, and wanted to volunteer in 
another way too. Now I come in every Tuesday 
to count and record the shop takings. I am 
pleased that the time I can give helps the rest 
of the Finance Team to get through the myriad 
of other tasks they have to do.”

June and her sister

No matter what skills or interests 
you may have, we have lots of 
ways you can get involved, and 
can even create a role for you too.

Tick the box on the form on the reverse of 
the letter or contact us on the telephone 
number below for a chat about becoming 
part of the team.

Rebecca Jobson, Senior Manager, 
Communication and Supporter Care at 
the Hospice said, “I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all of our Volunteers 
for their passion and commitment to the 
Hospice. They are vital members of our team 
and help provide an invaluable service to the 
local community”.

Enquiries 01429 855555

believe in the Hospice and the work that they 
do. I love coming into work, I know all the 
customers by name, there is some great patter 
and the shop has a lovely atmosphere.”
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IT’S AWINWIN

HOSPICE

Every week a top  
prize of £1,000 is  
won by one lucky  
Hospice lottery  
player.
A further 25 smaller prizes are  
also won, meaning it’s a win win  
for Hospice lottery players.

As an extra incentive each player is 
also in with a chance of winning the 
ROLLOVER JACKPOT. Every week an 
additional £250 is added to the jackpot 
until it is won. At the time of print this 
was up to £6,000.

Each person pays just £1 a week to be in 
the draw which generates vital funds for 
Hospice care. 

“Each Friday I get to phone the lucky winner and it is a great part of my role. I love giving 
the news that they have won £1,000 or better yet the Rollover Jackpot, although that isn’t 
as often! More than that though I get to say thank you personally for their support.  
My Gran needed end of life care so I know first-hand how amazing hospice care is, and how 
it allows families to be just that – families together.” 

Rebecca Jobson, Senior Manager, Communications and Supporter Care
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Top Marks for 
these Bright 
Sparks 
Budding 8-16 year old entrepreneurs 
across Hartlepool and East Durham 
took part in the second Bright Sparks 
Campaign.

The campaign, supported by EDF Energy, saw 
18 teams from 7 local primary schools tasked 
with turning a £20 start-up into as much money 
as possible for Alice House Hospice.

Overall winners were Eldon Grove Academy 
who raised £750 from raffling two giant teddies 
and a Christmas Concert. They received the 
EDF Alice House Hospice Bright Sparks Trophy, 
Gold Award and £100 from guest of honour 
Hartlepool Mayor Allan Barclay.

Each team won either a Gold, Silver or 
Bronze award based on how much money they 
raised. The final total raised was a fantastic 
£3,063.

The next campaign 
will start later this 
year, thanks to the 
ongoing support of 
EDF Energy. New 
awards are going to 
be introduced such 
as Most Innovative 
Money Making 
Idea and Young 
Entrepreneur.

Janice Forbes, 
Community Fundraiser 
for the Hospice said 
“This is always a lovely 
project to be involved 
in, it always amazes 
me how creative 
and enthusiastic 
the children are. 

School Engagement

I would like to thank EDF energy for their 
kind sponsorship of the event, the mayor for 
being guest of honour and all the teams who 
took part. Congratulations to Eldon Grove 
Academy for winning this year’s Bright Sparks 
Campaign.”

Students at High Tunstall are taking things 
a step further. Not only have they taken part 
in the Bright Sparks campaign but they have 
also adopted Alice House Hospice as a charity 
of the year and are planning on hosting an all 
school event in the summer inclusive of the 
feeder infant schools to help raise even more 
funds for patients.

If any schools or groups would like to take 
part in the next Bright Sparks campaign, 
please contact Janice Forbes on 01429 
855536 or jforbes@alicehousehospice.co.uk
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This is Ed’s story
There can be many barriers to people 
accessing the right care, in the right 
place and at the right time and this is 
something which Alice House Hospice 
tries hard to overcome.

Ed Barbour was a patient at Alice House 
making use of several of the services we 
have to offer. This is Ed’s story…

“I was diagnosed with a condition known as 
Motor Neurone Disease (MND) on the 29th 
August 2016 following a visit to the doctor due 
to feeling ‘weary’ for a period 
of time.

I didn’t realise MND is a 
very complex disease and can 
affect everyone differently. It 
could affect how I walk, talk, 
eat, drink and breathe and it 
could even make changes to 
my thinking and behaviour. My 
symptoms could also progress 
at varying speeds, which makes every person’s 
course of the disease difficult to predict. 

It is a relatively rare disease so it is important for 
me to seek out specialists who have appropriate 
experience but for me our nearest local MND 
services are based at James Cook University 
Hospital which is quite a distance away. 

I first visited Day Hospice in February 2017 
with my cousin John and my dog Daisy for a 
look around and to observe Day Hospice in 
action. I must say I was unimpressed.

I thought they were all old people and had no 
idea what the purpose of attending was.

I came back the next week but only stayed 
for an hour, I said I might pop in again next 
week, but it was unlikely. In fact it was 3 weeks 
before I went back. 

Two Nurse Practitioners, 
Helen and Lindsey kept in 
touch with me and eventually 
I agreed to return to Day 
Hospice in May. Previously my 
MND has been progressing 
slowly and steadily since my 
diagnosis but now it felt like 
things were picking up pace. 

I was adamant though that Daisy should 
come with me and so Helen completed a risk 
assessment and Daisy and I joined the team!

My physical condition 
deteriorated – my mobility 
decreased, my swallow 
was not effective, and I 
was receiving all of my 
nutrition via a PEG tube 
into my stomach plus I 
had problems with my 
medications and sore 
mouth. I was very well 
supported at home by my 
GP, District Nurse, MND 
Team and my cousin 
John and Daisy but I was 
struggling more and more 
with daily living.

All the while I continued 
to come to the weekly 
Day Hospice with Daisy 
and each week Helen or 
Lindsey spent time with 

Patient Story

Ed with Daisy

“I was adamant though 
that Daisy should 

come with me and so 
Helen completed a risk 

assessment and Daisy and 
I joined the team!”
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me and dealt with any issues as they arose 
such as prescribing which had always been 
done by my doctor before and they spoke with 
the MND Team at James Cook Hospital.

I spent many hours talking with Helen and 
Lindsey about the future and we had some 
difficult conversations about planning for what 
might happen – I tried to be as open as I could 
because I had very definite wishes and beliefs 
about my future care. Helen and Lindsey helped 
me keep my independence and privacy as I came 
to terms with my MND, and the deterioration of it. 
They helped me when I could no longer manage 
my PEG care and liaised with my District Nurses. 

Through all of this I made many friends at Day 
Hospice who were also going through their own 
challenging times. I got so much support from them.

Ed’s illness progressed more quickly than 
anyone expected and he was admitted to 
Alice House Hospice in September 2017 
where he was cared for until his death on 
1st February 2018. To the very end Ed 
retained his dignity, sense of humour and 
appreciation of life.

Daisy lived with Ed’s cousin for a year 
before being found a family ‘forever home’.

Rebecca Jobson, Senior Manager 
Communications said, “There was no fairy-
tale ending to Ed’s story. Our patients don’t 
make miraculous recoveries and go on to 
live healthy and pain free lives. However, 
our skilled, compassionate, dedicated and 
determined team do their utmost to make 
every remaining minute of our patients’ lives 
as comfortable, dignified, and happy as 
possible.

We would like to thank Ed’s family for 
allowing us to share his story.

“Helen and Lindsey helped me keep 
my independence and privacy as I 

came to terms with my MND, and the 
deterioration of it. They helped me when 
I could no longer manage my PEG care 
and liaised with my District Nurses.”

It has become a day I look forward to. You 
are all caring, always smiling, joking, it doesn’t 
half make me feel good.”

Alice House Hospice invite you to 
celebrate the lives your much missed, 
special people with a Forget-Me-Not 

Dedication Plaque. This is a way for you to 
pay tribute to loved ones, whilst helping 

to sustain Hospice care in our region.

See the back cover for further details or visit  
www.alicehousehospice.co.uk/ForgetMeNot
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New and  
improved Bistro
The Catering Team at Alice House launched the new and improved Bistro in 
the Hospice at the end of 2017.

With so many more people receiving care, it 
can be a very busy place with lots of visiting 
family and friends.

Tracy Woodall, Chief Executive, said, “We 
recognised that the limitations of our kitchen 
opening hours and the need to pre-order food 
didn’t really meet the needs of our visitors, 
many of whom are here for several hours, 
sometimes days, at a time.”

Tracy continued, “Our new Bistro has longer 
opening hours meaning visitors will be able to 

get tasty and nutritious food and drinks for the 
majority of the day.”

The new menu includes delicious paninis, 
jacket potatoes with a wide range of tasty 
fillings, salads and cakes alongside healthy 
smoothies, delicious milkshakes and speciality 
coffees from our ‘bean to cup’ coffee 
machine.”

The Bistro is open to the public so come 
along and enjoy a tasty treat!
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Or contact one of our corporate advisors:

Greg Hildreth Phone 01429 855529 
At ghildreth@alicehousehospice.co.uk

Julie Hildreth Phone 01429 855544 
At jhildreth@alicehousehospice.co.uk

Facebook-F facebook.com/alicehousehospice
TWITTER @AliceHouseHosp
LINKEDIN-IN alice-house-hospice

To find out more ways for your 
business to get involved visit: 

www.alicehousehospice.co.uk/ 
get-involved/corporate

Fabulous Support from the 
Corporate Sector
Victoria House Funeral Service have 
partnered with Alice House since they 
were founded in 2013. Hospice staff 
were invited to attend the company’s 
official launch event and since then, 
the relationship has gone from 
strength to strength. 

Victoria House have supported a number of 
‘in memoriam’ events including sponsorship 
of the Light up a Life and Forget Me Not 
campaigns, in which people make a donation 
in tribute to loved ones. Staff members have 
also taken time to come along and support 
these events, speaking at memorial services 
and meeting with supporters who have been 
bereaved. 

Victoria House also help the families wishing 
to support Alice House by facilitating funeral 
collections on their behalf.

www.victoriahousefuneralservice.co.uk

Funeral Collections
              in memory of…

Asking friend and family to donate to Alice House Hospice 
in lieu of flowers in a meaningful way to remember your 
loved one and we can create a complimentary Treasured 
Memories page especially for you.

Your personalised page will include details of the funeral 
and allows you and your friends and family to add photos, 
videos, music, stories and messages of love and support.

We can also provide you with a collection box and gift aid 
envelopes for the day of the funeral.

This page can be used after the funeral for as long as you 
wish which we hope will bring your family some comfort.

“It takes each of us to make a 
difference for all of us”

The value of donations can be increased by 25% by completing 
the gift aid section (if applicable) at the point of donation. Where 
consent is given, we will thank each person for their donation.

Hartlepool Hospice Ltd is known locally as Alice House Hospice and formerly Hartlepool & District Hospice.
Registered Charity Number: 510824 | Registered Company Number: 1525658

Staff at Victoria House with  
Carol Sennett from the Hospice
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Hartlepool Rugby Club
Mayfield Park, Easington Road, Hartlepool

BEER ★ CIDER ★ FOOD ★ MUSIC

SUNDAY 25TH 
AUGUST 2019

PROUDLY SUPPORTING
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When did you start working at the Hospice?
I have been working here for one year, previous 
to this I worked for the DWP for fifteen years. 
I love the whole ethos of the Hospice and the 
atmosphere is very uplifting. Every day on 
Reception is different and I enjoy every day.

What is your earliest memory?
When I was four I remember my mum bringing 
my sister Gail home from hospital. I used to 
feed her baby food and give her a bottle; she 
was like my own little doll. As well as having 
a sisterly bond I have a real maternal streak 
towards her.

Which living person do you admire, and why?
My sister. Eight years ago, when Gail was 
twenty four she was diagnosed with a brain 

tumour which 
turned out to 
be cancer. 
Her strength, 
courage 
and bravery 
throughout 
her operation 
and treatment 
was amazing. 
She was 
so positive 
about the whole situation and still is. 
A year and a half after having the tumour 
removed she ran the Great North Run and is 
hoping to run the London Marathon in 2020 to 
celebrate ten years cancer free, she is simply 
fantastic. 

Which trait do you most admire in others?
Honesty and loyalty and kindness in people.

Other than your family and friends, what is 
your most treasured possession?
Photographs, I take a lot, time goes by so quick 
its lovely to catch all the happy times. They are 
all memories to look back on.

What would your superpower be?
After much consideration I would like the ability 
to eat as much chocolate as I want and not 
stay the same but actually lose weight.

What do you consider your greatest 
achievement?
The obvious answer would be to say having 
my five beautiful children, however the fact their 
sole ambition in life is to wind each other up 
and drive me up the wall from the minute their 
little eyes open to the minute they go to sleep, 
surviving the daily trials of family life is what I 
consider a mini achievement every day!

Staff Spotlight
Grace McCann

Grace

Grace with her family
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How to stay in touch
Phone Telephone

 01429 855555

Pencil-Alt Write us a letter

 Alice House Hospice, Alice House,  
Wells Avenue, Hartlepool, TS24 9DA

At Email Us

 enquiries@alicehousehospice.co.uk

Facebook-F Find us on Facebook

 facebook.com/alicehousehospice

TWITTER Tweet us

 @AliceHouseHosp

LINKEDIN-IN LinkedIn

 alice-house-hospice

DESKTOP Website

 www.alicehousehospice.co.uk

Phone 24 Hour Helpline

 01429 855558

How to Find Us
All Inpatient Services are within Alice House, Wells Avenue, Hartlepool, TS24 9DA which is next 
door to the University Hospital of Hartlepool.

We also have a beautiful Holistic Wellbeing Centre where all Outpatient Services are delivered, 
this is on the same site but accessed from Holdforth Road to the right of the main entrance to 
the University Hospital of Hartlepool.
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Dedicate a brick in the Wall of Light in memory of your loved one for 10 years.  
Prices range from £250 to £500 and can be paid in instalments*.

For more information please email Nicola Winwood at  
nwinwood@alicehousehospice.co.uk or call 01429 855554/55.

To find out more ways in which you can ‘Remember Someone Special’ why not visit  
our website at www.alicehousehospice.co.uk/Remember-Someone-Special. 

*Payment can be one single payment or 10 monthly payments of £25, £35 or £50 by Standing Order/Direct Debit.
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Each individual plaque is dedicated to someone  
special and together they commemorate the many, 
many people we love and remember. 

In return for a donation of your choice we will place  
your Forget Me Not Dedication Plaque in the grounds  
of Alice House. 

On Saturday 25th May you are invited to view the 
plaques, browse our many stalls at the Hospice Summer 
Fayre, join us for a bite to eat or hot drink in the Bistro, 
or in the gardens themselves and take home your 
dedication plaque.

To make your dedication fill in the form on the  
enclosed letter and return in the freepost envelope 
enclosed by Tuesday 21st May or visit  
www.alicehousehospice.co.uk/ForgetMeNot

Spring is in the air, flowers are 
in bloom and this year we would 
like to create a sea of Forget Me 

Not plaques in our very own 
Hospice Gardens.

Forget-me-not, and think of me,
the times I made you smile,

Forget-me-not but don’t be sad,
I’m with you all the while.


